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Abstract—There are many methods proposed for Background Subtraction algorithm in past years. Background
subtraction algorithm is widely used for real time moving
object detection in video surveillance system. In this paper
we have studied and implemented different types of methods used for segmentation in Background subtraction algorithm with static camera. This paper gives good understanding about procedure to obtain foreground using existing common methods of Background Subtraction, their
complexity, utility and also provide basics which will useful to improve performance in the future . First, we have
explained the basic steps and procedure used in vision
based moving object detection. Then, we have debriefed
the common methods of background subtraction like Simple method, statistical methods like Mean and Median filter,
Frame Differencing and W4 System method, Running
Gaussian Average and Gaussian Mixture Model and last is
Eigenbackground Model. After that we have implemented
all the above techniques on MATLAB software and show
some experimental results for the same and compare them
in terms of speed and complexity criteria.

noise can be reduced by applying filtering operation;
generally Morphological Operation is carried out in this
phase. After obtain connecting region, we can able to find
foreground mask and ultimately by applying this mask
we can detect and track our object. For real time processing Background subtraction algorithm is well suited.
There are many challenges to detect object such as illumination changes like clouds moving in the sky, Motion
changes like swaying of trees, Secondary illumination
effects like static shadows and moving shadows and
camouﬂage. Many methods are suggested to reduce these
problems.

Index Terms—Background Subtraction, Moving Object
Detection, Video Surveillance, Mean Filtering, Median
Filtering, W4 System, Frame Differencing, Running
Gaussian Average, Gaussian Mixture Model, Eigen
Background.

I. INTRODUCTION
To perform high level tasks like Video Surveillance,
traffic monitoring and automated event detection, it is
necessary to model the background. The performance of
these systems is depended on the accuracy and speed of
object detection algorithm.
The basic block diagram of object detection procedure
is explained in the figure 1. The real time image is captured through camera and then using background subtraction algorithm we can achieve noisy foreground. This
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Fig.1. Block Diagram of Object Detection

In this paper we have review some of the Background
Subtraction methods which are used for segmentation,
which will be explain in following sections.









Simple method
Mean Filter
Median Filter
W4 system
Frame differencing
Running Gaussian Average
Mixture of Gaussian Model(MGM)
Eigen background
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II. SEGMENTATION METHODS
In basic method for Background subtraction, the static
background image without object is taken first as a reference image. After that the current image of the video is
subtracted pixel by pixel from the background image and
resultant image is converted into binary image which is
worked as a foreground mask. For conversion in binary
image threshold is required.
| (

)

(

)|

(1)

Where, ( ) is pixel intensity of frame at time t, B(x,
y) is mean intensity on background pixel and T is threshold. When difference reaches beyond threshold the pixel
categorize as a foreground pixel. So the effectiveness of
the object detection is depends on the threshold value.
Although this method is very fast, it is very sensitive to
illumination changes and noise.
The next method is mean filtering. In this method the
background is calculated using the mean of the last n
frames as per (2) given below.
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Where, B(x, y,t) is reference background calculated at time
t and I(x,y) is the pixels intensity. So, the foreground can
be found using (3), where T is a threshold.
| I(x,y,t) - B(x,y,t) | > T

(3)

Another method is median filter, in which the background is calculated as per (3), in which background B(x,
y, t) is given by (4).
(
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(4)

The advantages of these two above methods are they
are fast, easy to implement and adaptive background calculation. The disadvantages are accuracy is depends on
object speed, also memory requirement is very high and
global threshold i.e. same threshold for every pixel.
The next method is based on method used in W4 system. As mentioned in [1] and [2], we can say, during
training sequence maximum intensity, minimum intensity
and maximum intensity difference (Dmax) in successive
frame of the pixel is calculated and then foreground pixel
is calculated based on following equation.
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Another method is based on frame differing also
known as Temporal Differencing. As explain in [3] and
[4], this method moving object is found by taking difference between two or more consecutive frames using following equation.
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The disadvantage is that if the object moves very slowly it might not detect. So, it is only works when object
satisfy certain speed criterion. Also, accuracy is very sensitive with the selection of threshold voltage. This method is based on non-adapting background subtraction.
The next approach is probabilistic known as Running
Gaussian average. We can summaries from [2] and [5]
that this approach is generally used with (R, G, B) and (Y,
U, V) color spaces. In this model for each pixel location a
Gaussian probability density function (pdf) of last n pixel
is calculated and then it is compared with current frame.
For this mean or average and standard deviation are calculated for each pixel. At time t the running average is
given by
(

)

(7)

Where, is current value of pixel, is last average and
is the empirical weight, which is useful to give higher
weight for current frames and lesser for old frames. Thus,
we can update the reference background if changes are
not so fast. After computing last average we can distinguish pixels whether it is foreground pixel or background
pixel using and parameters.
|

|

(8)

Where,
is a standard deviation at time t. The pixel
classified as foreground if it satisfy above equation otherwise it is classify as background. So, using (7), average
can be computed without storing to much memory so the
it will increases the speed of operation is well.
As by using running average formula it will also consider the foreground region for calculation of average. To
eliminate this other formula is suggested.
(
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Where M is 1 for foreground pixel and 0 for background
pixel. This is also known as selective background update
method.
In practice mixture of Gaussian in used. From [5-9] we
can write about the basic idea of this method is to define
k Gaussian distribution for a pixel to represent its state.
The pixel is separated as foreground pixel if it does not
match with background Gaussians and then they can be
grouped using connected component analysis. Generally
value of k is defined between 3-5. If the pixel value is
represented as , we can write the probability of pixel in
terms of k Gaussian equation.
(
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(

∑ ) is the ith Gaussian distribution at t time,
is a mean,
is covariance matrix and is mean of
weight of i th Gaussian distribution and it will also satisfy equation:
∑

(11)

For simplicity we can assume that each channel of color
image is independent. So, we can simply write.
∑

(12)

If a new pixel value
can be matched with the exiting Gaussians using the (16) than weight of all Gaussians mean and variance can be updated using (13),(14) &
(15).
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Where,
(

)

If
do not match with any of the existing k Gaussian than the probably distribution with lowest weight is
replaced by new distribution with
=
, a high variance and low weight. Then the first B distributions are
chosen as background model,
(∑

)

(16)

Where, T is predefined threshold which is a minimum
weight for representing a background. If a current pixel
background is matches with any one of this B distribution
it consider as a background pixel.
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ground model which is shown as red color in figure-2-(b).
The advantages of GMM are that we can decide
threshold for every pixel and threshold is automatically
updated. Secondly, this method allows object to become
the part of background without destroying existing background model and GMM does a fast recovery compare to
other methods explain above. The main disadvantage of
GMM is that it is very sensitive to sudden light changes.
The next method is Eigen Background method. This
approach is based on Eigen value decomposition. Principle component analysis (PCA) is the method which is
commonly used to mold the background by significantly
reduces the dimension of data. PCA can be applied on m
frames and it is much faster than Gaussian Mixture Model. The method can be summarized from [10-20] as follow.
 Training set of m images of size NxN are represented by
vectors of size N2. So, Now, this two dimensional vector
is changed to one dimensional vector Гi.
 Each image is represented by the vector Гi.
 Average image is calculated by
Ψ = (Г1 + Г2 + Г3 + Г4+..... ГM)/M

(17)

 Each face differs from the average by Φi= Гi - Ψ which
is called mean centered Image.
 A covariance matrix is constructed as:
C=
, where A = [Φ1, Φ2, ...., ΦM] size of N2 x N2.
 Eigen vectors corresponding to this covariance matrix is
needed to be calculated. AXi is the Eigen vector and λi is
the Eigen value.
 Only best M eigenvectors stored in an eigenvector matrix
thus eigenvector matrix size will reduce and Eigen vectors of the covariance matrix
are AXi which is denoted by Ui.
 For every new image I can be projected on Eigen space I'
= (I - Ψ); where (I-Ψ) is the mean centered image.
 I' is converted back to the image space as I'' = U I' + Ψ.
Because Eigenspace is suited for static part of seen. So,
I'' will not contain any moving object.
 So, we can found foreground object using equation
I - I''| > T

(18)

Where, T is user define threshold.
By, using this step we can able to obtain foreground pixels and by connecting them we can locate foreground object.

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
(a

(b)

)

Fig.2. Representation of pixel history in k=5 modes [21]

For example if we consider gray image and set k=5, we
will observe the history of a pixel something like as
shown in figure 2-(a). If we choose B is three than the
distribution with largest three weights becomes backCopyright © 2014 MECS

We have presented here experimental results on two
different videos [22] performed .All experiments are performed over MATLAB 2012 version. The processor is
1.7 GHz and RAM is of 4 GB RAM. The Operating System is Windows 7. Figure 3 shows the original sequence
of image on which the operation takes place via different
methods. This session explains the results obtain by
above methods.
I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2014, 8, 47-52
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When we apply simple Background Subtraction algorithm, we got results shown in figure 4 & 5. We used two
different level of threshold of value 10 and 20. We can
conclude that output is very much sensitive to threshold
value. Also due to fix background model, output is distorted due to lighting changes.
The next results shown in figure 6-9 is mean and median filtering. We have put result by taking consideration of
mean and median of last 5 and 15 frames. By comparing
results of two different training signals, we can say that if
training signal is too long than memory requirement is
very high and if to short than updating rate gets very high.
So, slow moving object is not detected property.

Fig.8. Median Filtering With Threshold 5

Fig.9. Median Filtering with Threshold 15

Fig.3. Original Video Sequence

The following figures 10-11 shows foreground detected by w4 system and frame differencing. As output depends on neighboring frames in both techniques, output is
not so much sensitive to lighting changes and for the
same reason the slow moving object is not detected accurately. In this experiment we used 10 as threshold.

Fig.4. Simple Background Subtraction with Threshold 10

Figure 10 W4 System

Fig.5. Simple Background Subtraction with Threshold 20

Fig.11. Frame Differencing

Fig.6. Mean Filtering With Threshold 5

Fig.7. Mean Filtering With Threshold 15
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GMM uses maximum computation to calculate foreground shown in figure 12 than other explained method.
Though it can able to detect slightest object movement. It
depends on many parameters and have different threshold
for each pixel. But we can see that it is very much sensitive to lightening changes.
Output of Eigen background method is shown in figure
13 with no adaption. Though, it is not much affected by
lighting changes but it is only useful for small & medium
object. Also it uses Principle Component Analysis, so
method is faster than GMM.
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Figure 12 GMM With Alpha 0.05, SD 9 and Threshold 0.3

Fig.13. Eigenbackground

By using this output we can compare them as per
memory requirement and speed of algorithm which is
shown in table 1. Here, values of speed are the observation that we have experience during our output evaluation
for each frame. It may not be same for different conditions. Memory requirement specify here is for calculation
of foreground for one pixel.
TABLE 1 Memory requirement per pixel and execution speed observed for particular video series per frame

Method
Simple
Mean

Memory
1
N

Median

N

W4
Frame differencing
GMM
Eigenbackground

N+3
1
M
N

Speed
.05T
1.5T (5 Training
Signal)
2.5T (15 Training
Signal)
2.3T (5 Training
Signal)
3.18T (15 Training
Signal)
0.1T
.05T
8T
.15T

Where, N is no of training signal required to build background model. M is number of Gaussian in GMM and T is
one unit time.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied different types of background subtractions algorithms. We have also done comparative analysis of all the algorithms. This paper gives
very good idea about the techniques used for moving
object detection using Background Subtraction method.
We have experience that Simple method is the fastest
among others but it is very sensitive to noise. From all the
methods, W4 method is only useful for gray images. Accuracy of Frame differencing to detect object is totally
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depends on the speed of the moving object, so we cannot
use it if speed of the object is less. Furthermore Running
Gaussian average method performs faster than GMM and
Eigen background. Also, running Gaussian average requires less memory than GMM and Eigen backgrounds
because it uses single threshold for a pixel to decide it is
foreground or background, also it is adaptive and fast
because it have to update only two-three parameters to
update background. If we compare the accuracy, GMM
and Eigen backgrounds have good accuracy compare to
other methods. But the GMM is more complex because it
uses different threshold for each pixel and have many
parameters to update, which reduces its speed and increases memory consumption. On the other hand, Eigen
background which uses PCA so it will convert n dimension to m dimension (m<n), thus the complexity is reduce
by (n - m). Thus, Eigen background is faster than GMM.
Thus, we can select any method from above based on
the environment, speed, memory requirement and accuracy of our system.
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